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NOTE THE DIFFERENCE:

A word about this quin:

While this quin is written as a foreign language course, and

is indeed a foreign language course, there are same basic

differences:

1. The emphasis is on practical use of phrases rather
than on structural comprehension.

2. There is more emphasis on culture to enhance the
travel experience.

3. There is more emphasis on understanding -- less on
mastery of material.

With these things in mind, let us note the differences which

the quinls format will take:

I. There are relatively few performance objectives, for
in most cases the basic task is changed from maximum
comprehension to emergency or minimum comprehension.
The variable is vocabulary and not tank.

2. The entire course content becomes a relative outline
rather than c structured sequence, This is in light
of the fact that structure is deemphasized, and per-
sonal travel goals of the learners are to be con-
sidered.

3. Introduction of material content .1s also a relative
matter rather than a predetermined one. The methods
can only be suggestions. The extent can only be a
supposition.

iii
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BROAD GDALS

Listening:

The learner will comprehend spoken Russian as necessary to

function as a traveler in the Soviet Union.

Speaking:

The learner will speak Russian with sufficient fluency to

function as a traveler in the Soviet Union.

Reading:

The learner will reed signs and notices as necessary to

function as a traveler in the Soviet Union.

Writing:

The learner will write minimally.

Culture Appreciation:

The learner will demonstrate understanding of and apprecia-

tion for the culture of the soviet Union with emphasis on

courteous behav±or gnd respect for customs.

Attitude Development:

The learner will show interest in foreign language study.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

These minimum objectives will be met by a majority of the

class unless otherwise specified:

I. Listening Skills: The learner, according to his level

of maturity and achievement, will demonstrate by overt

and/or spoken reaction the following:

A. Understanding of target language spoken at normal

tempo, usu Ally in direct address.

1. Given slips of paper marked to represent travel

documents and items of baggage, learner will

present the appropriate item upon a single re-

quest (in Russian) by "customs official."

2. Upon hearing an utterance related to any pre-

viously prepared areaof travel vocabulary,

learner will select the appropriate rejoinder

from three orally presented choices.

3. Given a list (in English) of ten overt actions,

learner will mark or select appropriate action

within five secands of bearing each orally pre-

sented "warning" by teacher.

B. Comprehension of new arrangements of familiar con-
tent:

Hearing a two or three line dialogue relative

to content taught, the learner will indicate

what the subject matter is.
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II. peaking_Skills: The learner, according to his level

of maturity and achievement, will readily do the fol-

lowing:

A. Imitate conversations of models at natural speed.

Given orally a two line dialog relative to the

name of his hotel and being lost, the learner will

repeat the dialog.

B. Answer questions about tourist activities.

1. Given basic vocabulary in any number of given

situations, learner will reproduce it orally

in response to questions of a contextual nature.

Example: Teacher: If you are thirsty, what do
you want?

Pupil: gait. mosoao. Boga. s T. A.

2. Given basic phrases for use in travel, learner

will answer simple questions when cued with

contextual situations.

C. Ask questions relating to tourist activities.

Given basic phrases for use in travel, learner will

ask simple questions.

D. Speak with acceptable intonation.

1. Presented with extremely rapid, complicated

sentences and asked to give an appropriate

response, the learner will respond with

"meAsesso, nomaxyAcTa.,(slowly, please).

2. Given the situation of being lost and of being

in sight of a policeman, learner will ask for

-3-



directions to his hotel.

III. Beadins Skills: The learner, according to his level

of achievement and maturity, will demonstrate these

abilities:

A. Ability to recognize written symbols.

1. Given written directions and a map, learner will

map out his route for an imaginary tour by

matching written symbols on his eheet of direc-

tions to the street names on the map.

2. Given two columns containing the same place or

street names, the left-hand column being writ-

ten and the right hand column being printed,

and the order being varied, learner will prop-

erly match the pairs.

B. Ability to recognize symbols from sOUnd4

1. Given oral directions and a map, learner will

trace a route on the map.

2. Given a list of mixed printed and written names

and words, learner will properly identify six

out of ten presented orally.

C. Ability to distinguish symbols.

1. Presented with a cartoon drawing of two doors,

one labeled0ments room," the other labeled

owomenos roomr learner will select the appro-

priate door for his (or her) use with 100$

accuracy.

+.
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2. Presented with cartoon drawing of two doors,

one labeled EXIT, the other labeled ENTRANCE,

learner vill identify each with 100% accuracy.

IV. Writing Skill.: The learner, according to his of

achievement and maturity vill

A. Cop* in the target language that which he has pre

viously heard, spoken, and read.

Given any ten written messages, inscriptions or

notices, learner vill copy them with 90% accuracy.

B. Write from dictation the target language content

which he has previously heard, spoken and read.

Dictated any' five words or messages, providing that

thse are dictated slowly and repeated as many times

as the learner wishes, the learner will write them

with 80% accuracy.

V. Culture Appreciation:

A. Given a list (inEnglish) of behavior patterns,

learner will select statements outlining proper and

polite behavior in given situations.

1. In line to visit Lenin's tomb.

2. As a customer in a restaurant.

3. As a train passenger.

4. As a hotel guest.
.5. As a pedestrian.

10
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B. Learner will produce ( in English) a list of

cultural differences between the learner's culture

and the target culture related to these topics:

1. History

2. Geography

3. Fine arts
%,8tienees

5. Ethnic content

6. Contemporary contributions

7. '_./Icology

8. Political system

VI. attitude Donlon:sent

A. The learner will develop a list of situations in

which a working knowledge of s foreign language

would place the traveler at an advantage.

B. The learner will register for ftiture classes of

language study.



COURSE CONTENT

I. Use of language as necessary

A. To handle emergency situations possibly to be en-

countered as a traveler to the Soviet Union:

1. Arrival

a. listening

b. speaking

c. reeding

d. writing

0. cultural appreciation

f., attitude development

2. Hotel

3. Street travel - tauring

B. To assist in attainment of personal travel goals:

1. Touring

2. Purchasing

3. Traveling

C. To further a more meaningful understanding of

places.visited:

1. Sightseeing

2. Amusements

U. Introduction of culture ss necessary

A. To assist in travel functions:

1. Arrival

2. .Touring

3. Travel

12



B. To aid in emergency situations and avoid embarass -

sant:

1. Legal

2. Medical

3. customs

C. To enrich future travel experiences:

1. HiAtory.

2. Geography

3. Fine arts

4. Sciences

5. Ethnic content

6. Contemporary contributions

7. Ecology

8. Political system

III. Structure

A. Verbs

B. Possessive adjectives

C. Vbcabulary

-7.a.
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COURSE CONTENT EXPANSION

I. Use of language as necessery

A. To handle emergency situations possibly to be en-

countered as a traveler to the Soviet Union:

1. Arrival: Learner will

a. produce upon request of customs officials:

(1) nacnopT

(2) dams

(3) Iasi

(4) vtocTosepnme o 3A0p0BIA

b. respond to questions or initiate phrases:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

c. rend

(1)

(2)

(3)

TO.11140 swarm. TOSIA0 o.lezAa.

3To noAapics.

3To see, MTO a limey.

re TallICIALHO

noTepas Mira:. /seam/

flomormTe!

signs:

Cupasognoe 6mpo.

Ass slyzann

Ass seaams

d. write name of hotel to which traveler has

been assigned.

e. reproduce in Russian a list of sources

for aid in airport,

14
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f. list advantages of knowing the target lan-

guage in emergency situations.

2. Hotel: Learner will

a. react overtly to these warnings:

(1) ByAbre ocroposKu!

(2) flosap!

(3) Bow!

b. respond to questions or overt actions with

appropriate rejoinder, or initiate phrases

of an emergency nature:

(1) pro He moil Kim.

(2) a norepaa OM= ApyseM.

(3) y mega ympaam

IlaMbTO

0+)

c. resd

(1)

(2)

(3)

daraz

Koabgo

AoKrop, Koroputi rosowir 1108111711110EM.

signs and notices:

yftwaa

Aecrumga BuxoA

ItypiTle socnpellaerca

3. Street travel - touring: Learner will

a. react overtly to these utterances:

(1) Homonym!

(2) YKoAmre!

(3) nocaymatire!



b. respond with or initiate these utterances:

(1) fAe amepmicamczoe KoacyascTso?

(2) a HO nomam aApeca rocTanmnu.

(3) j aadamAmaca.

(4) a lie nolismam.

(5) MOAHOHHO nozasylcoral

c. read signs and notices

(1) Beperacia Tpamsaa!

(2) 3AKPUTO

(3) Bx0A Bocnpemae Tea

(4) Csopaa flomoms

(5) CTOW

B. To assist in attainment of personal travel goals:

I, Tovring - Sightseeing : Learner will

a. comprehend terminology of tour guides:

HOWOHO

aanpaso

nparo

b. initiate utterances pertaining to areas of

interest or to necessary information:

ZHHOURCb

cxyalinTypa

fAe sioA?

noglim daaeorm?

read more complex phrases from phrase book,

and inscriptions from works of art:

-10-
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(1) ECTb y HaC Mira Ha asramitcsom

nause no sonpocy

(2) paapemaemcg Jut CHilldaTb 00T01741111?

(3) "Emans na soaxone"

(4) "neTpy nepsomy"

d. develop list of areas of interest ( in

Russian) in the cities of Moscow and

Leningrad.

e. developlist of advantages of knowing

target language when traveling

2. Purchasing: Learner will

a. initiate simple utterances pertaining to

goods, sales or services:

xony IIHTb

CIC011b1R0 3T0 CTONT?

3TO CAMERON Aoporo!

b. read more complex phrases from phrasebook:

Example: Ynazylme aTo sat eseveT Jcsa

oTnpazsa aarpammuy.

c. write hotel address.

3. Travtging: Learner mill

a. react overtly to simple instructions of

transport personnel:

(3)

MANTe mepea maw.

370 mecTO 3aHRTO.

CNNAVITe aa molt nozasyNcTa.

-11-
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b. initiate utterances to facilitate travel:

(1) rAe cramums?

(2) rAe aepoApom?

(3) r.lte Taxon?

c. read more complex phrases concerning travel

from phrasebook:

Example: CKOZIACO OTOHT 611.118T TyAa

odpairso Ao

d. describe travel methods in the Soviet Union.

e. develop list of advantages to travelers who

speak the target language.

C. To further a more meaningful understanding of

places visited:

1. Sightseeing: Learner vIll

a. recognize amd identify(in English) vocabu-

lary used on a tour:

poAnscz

nocTpoium

ymep

b. initiate simple phrases pertaining to

touring:

Of)

KorAa pogmacm?

KorAa 3T0 nocTpomma

KorAa OH ymep?

3To.xoposo / rum= / unTepecao

-12-
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c. read more complex phrases from phresebook:

Example: UozazyncTa nose:mire sae sce

AOCTOUpitMetiaTeJUHOCTs.

d. copy inscriptions for later translation.

2. Amusements: Learner will

a. request tickets for a certain evening,

location, and price.

b. read and demonstrate comprehension of

tickets and programs:

(1) noaeAeassax

(2) sapoAsue MUM

(3) nepepus

II. Introduction of culture as necessary

A. To assist in travel functions:

1. Arrival: Learner will

a. identify modes of travel.

b. demonstrate familiarity with customs

procedures.

C. simulate hotel registration.

2. Touring: Learner will

a. observe courtesies of touring.

b. recognize and imitate restaurant and table

manners.

c. recognize and imitate behavior proper in

specified places:

(1) Lenin's tomb

-13--



(2) the balet

(3) the opera

(4) museums

(5) exhibitions

3. Travel: Learner will

a. demonstrate familiarity with ticket pur-

chasing procedures.

b. demonstrate travel courtesies.

c. demonstrate familiarity with baggage pro-

cedures.

B. To aid in emergency situatians and avoid embarass-

ment.

1. Legal: Learner will demonstrate familiarity

with

a. American consulate system

b. Russian INTURIST

c. Russian police system

d. Russian laws

2. Medical: The learner will demonstrate familiarity

with medical system.

3. Mores and Customs: Learner will demonstrate

familiarity with behavioral customs

a. in a restaurant.

b. in a museums

c. utile shopping

d. in stadiums

e. while touring

-14-



C. To enrich further travel experience, learner will

state information about the places visited:

1. History

2. Geography

3. Fine arts

4. Sciences

5. Ethnic content

6. Contemporry contributions

7. Ecology

8. Political system

III. Structure

(note: Formal structure will not be presented as a
part of the quin. Teacher should identify
those students who wish to eliminate the
course entitled "Communicate in Russian,"
and assign the following supplemental areas:)

A. Verbs ( as introduced in Unit 4,ALM Russian I

second edition)

Possessive adjectives ( as introduced in Unit 5,

ALM Russian I second edition)

C. Gender agreement ( as introduced in Unit 4,AIM

Russian I second edition)

D. Vocabulary - supplemental ( as found in Units 40,

ALM Russian I second edition)
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EXPANSION OF MATERIALS

Note: While this type course offers possibility for a wide

variety of teaching techniques, the writers wish to present

a sampling of possible methods of expansion:

I. Introduction

A. Survey the class as to what is known about travel.

1. Develop lists of travel needs.

2. Develop lists of emergency situations likely

to occur

B. Survey the class as to what is kromma about Moscow

and Leningrad - and the Floviet Union in general.

1. Nnmlop itinerary for a two vremok visit to each

city. ( see sample itinerary in appendix)

2. Perform research to gain necessary'information.

3. Btld discussion for purpose of estiblishing

types of places learners would like to visit.

C. Library research

D. Show films to spur interest.

II. Practical language and culture presentation:

A. Auclio lingual techniques should be employed for

introduction of necessary phrases.

1. Note emphasis on understandable prbnunciation

rather then mastery.

Begin use of SAY IT IN RUSSIAN so 'that familiar-
,

ity with the boot( becomes an aid to the future

traveler.
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B. Role Playivg:

This is perhaps the most veluable and'frequent

method to be employed, in that it offers a vaiiety

of activities for the student - listener, speaker,

evaluator etc.

The method offers a close-to-real experience for

the learner when used to its fullest ( see examples

to follow) .

C. Inductive NAthod ( for culture)

This is a time-consumtng procedure for the planner,

but an extremely valuable experience for the pupil.

Capitalizing on the discovery method, the teacher

prepares questions designed to stimulate student

activity which will produce the predetermined an-

swers or frustration,which will in turn evoke the

answers eventually.

III. Structure

Structure should be considered an extra-credit self

study activity in connection with this course. A

minimum of teacher participation and little or no class

time Should be utilized for its instruction.



EMPLES OF EXPANSION:

I. Introduction of course:
4

Teacher: You have just stepped off a plane and find

yourself in a country wtare no one speak your lan-

guage. You have a ticket to return to the United

States in two weeks.

FIRST ACTIVITY:

Create a list of What your physical needs will be

for the two weeks ahead of you, and another list

of what your linguistic needs will be.

You have fifteen minutes

(NOTE - a rash of questions will follow. Probably

the best way to handle these questions is to

have the questions written on the board, or on

a dittoed sheet.)

swan ACTIVITY:

Compile.the lists in a class discussidn. It will

be necessery to steer the learners onto more per-

tinent topics if they stray. Remember that this

should not be a list developed by the students

alone. The teacher's purpose is to create a feel-

ing of discovery on the part of the stUdents. They

ehould not be permitted to create a coiirse on the

spur of the moment.

THIRD ACTIVTTY:

Develop with the class an itinerary tolbe duplicated
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and returned to the class the next day. Make it

known that itineraries are not iron Clad, but

intended for assistance in travel experiences (see

sample itinerary in appendix).

II. Practical presentation of material to be learned:

A. Development of Phrase Book

A phrase book is the key to the course, and can be

a practical aid to the traveler. Remind students

that like a dictionary, it is not always practical

to use, but that it serves a valuable function.

B. Order

It is suggested that order for presentation be

determined by the established class itinerary.

C. Topic Emphasis

The topics may receive varied emphases depending

upon clasi level and interest.

Role playing:

Teadher asks for volunteers to play roles ( or

assigns roles when more practical).

Situation: Betty is a traveler Who is about to

move through the customs procedure. Often there

is no opening of bags, but today all luggage is

being inspected. Betty's suitcase reveals two

dozen nylon hose, and three dozen bail-point pens.

Possibilities: The customs official may choose

-20-
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to overlook the number of goods; ask about them;

or detain Betty for questioning. ( Customs of-

ficial may be cued by teacher, or role played by

teacher.)

Betty may use any nmber of phrases introduced -

She will probably use:

Additional situations:

lbu are lost. This is a policeman.

You have.missed your train.

You are looking for the Bolshoi theater.

You are in a restaurant. Order a meal!
4

You are in G.U.M. - You wish to buy a shirt.

A black-market dealer wants to buy your tie.

etc.

C. Inductive method:

Lesson Outcome: The churches in Moscow have been

used as effective propoganda against religion.

Lead in -- PI wonder how I would go about persuading

a large number of people that they were wrong about

something. For example, in Russia, there has been

an effective campaign against religion. I wonder

What their methods are.P( pause to see if there is

a comment - if not:)PDo any of you have some ide8s?n

This may produce results - and may not.

-21-
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(if not) 'Tow do you convince someone tbat another

person is a louse?"

?ffshow his weak points"?

(if so) "Could this be applied to the churdh in

Russia?"

(if not) What are two ways to decide upon a can-

didate for election?

?"vote for"? ?"vote against"?

Teacher:"Is it easier to prove the value of a

thing, or disprove the value of a thing?"

"If the masses of people are workers or

farmers, would they be impressed by the riches of

a magnificent cathedral?"

Nouldn't they be interested in knowing

where all the'amway.came from to build it?"

"Is this'evidencel that the churdh abused

the lower classes?"

"Were the leaders who restored the &arch

buildings 'in Moscow interested in religion?"

Mow can leaders justify elegatt subways

when being so critical of magnificent churches?"

NOTE: Keep in mind the GOAL or expected OtrC124E,

or the conversation will wander to interesting but

pointless discussion!

-22-



SHORT DIALOGUES
FOR VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

A

BoT Mott Imam:TT!

TAit Baia (Saraz?

BO.T DIOR B11311
BOT OR

nozsayitcira same
VtocToBepume 0 sAopoBbit

tyro El 3TOM qemogase?

B Rëm Toze ICHFITR?

TO ogezAa?
OTKpOgTe.onozanyi4cira!

rgi TEMOZHIL?

aomordre.!
hoorepa.ns Bemm

EyAbre ocropoxam!
ilozapl

Bopm! bopu!
Y mess pclusAm Ba! Bopm!

Bop! CT011!

mess pcpasit Oarasc!
He 3/118.10.

rAo YOopliae
Ax, a. 0i:west:So.

nomorwre !
ynaaa,

yx.O.prre!

"4 a"pdx8i8finxb,-r1

Cnacs6o.

BOT MOM (Sara:.

A l'As Dam gemogaa?

BOT ORO.

TOZI)1CO alum

}MT., ogezAa.

HeT nomtpxy.

Haneso.

itaicas y Bac spo6xema?

trro cyquxocia

Meg/Damao, nozaByttcfra.

DTO Ha. ROA BMW

KTO?

Tau - Bunn 3Ritlei
He aa VTO.

tiTo exygm,locb?

M3BORRT03, rwitanyPicdra.

liegazesco, 01c040 6116smotexm.
I



SPTLE EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENTS

I. Check on listening comprehension - see objective I.A.2:
Ybu will hear several Russian uttermices relating to
travel. 'Following each utterance will be three re-
joinders. Indicate on your answer sheet whether ApB,
or C is the best rejoinder. Each item will be.repeat-
ed twice.

EXAMPLES: 3/0 saw: Besot? A Onesb zopono!

B Ovum du6smoTegm

C. He/.

rAe rocTxma "mocspa?"

A Yasuo sane:Jo ma Tim
usapTaxe.

B. Xopowo, caaczOo!

C WITb pOse A.

2. Check on speaking skill - see objective MA
You will hear three two-line dialogs on tape and
repeat the phrases in th,-4 pauses provided.

EXAMPLES: 3To Ban memoAan?

Bo/ saki moxognaJt!

Lite y6opeaa?

21+

jta, molt!

Bosbmoe. cnacm6o.

Tau samay!



3. Check on speaking skill - see objective II.B.2

YOu will be given a situation with three ;questions

' related to the situation. Respond in the time

, limit set by the teacher.

EXAMPLE: You are in a restaurant.

The waiter asks: KalcoM BU xoncrecyn?

response -

Walter : Ha BTOO BN xoTivre EOTZOTH
max sevama?

response -

Waiter : M TO Ka csamme?

response

4. ,Check on reading skill - see objective III.A

You have a set of directions to go from the hotel

' to the museum. You also have a map with Streets marked.

Match the two proving you can reach your destination by

reading the signi and following written ipstructions.

AACHa HOCTOlt ILO yaiga. AlinitHEL AO yaligH TOAOTOTO. nOTOM
HaXiB0 no yange ToacToro. 3To nocneAmee aAaHme Ha seaoli
cTopoHe. My3att Ha yray.

1

glk. Koc.NAt 1

,

i

ricanom i 0 13 a CIIN c4
0
so
3 C13 413 0
7 0 lc cl ii

rbis ci 0.2
0Ym. &owl a

t=1 ra IQ E:=3 CI
a a 10 a CI

31
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5. Check on reading skill - see objectives III B.1

You have before you a map of Moscow. Mark on your

map each of the ten stops given you orally.

I. TpeTbssosicias rasepea 6. Boabaoft TeaTp

2. Kpacaaa naoaaAb 7. 'Aspic

3. Kpeuab 8. Yxama ropmcoro

4. Codop Baciisaa smaxelmoro 9. Beaopyoczmi BOX3W1

5. rym Io. CTaANOR "APEamo"

6. Check on writing skill - see objective IV.B.

Five expressions will be dictated three times and

a pause provided for you to write. If you wish to have

any of the expressions repeated, raise your. hand.

I. rocTuaatte "Mocssa"

2. Waal

3. CTSAMON "Aiumao"

4. CUMIN mososa

5. ElomormTe!

-26-
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7

SAMPLE TTINERABY

1.Moscow

What do we know? GUM

Film Clothing

Slides Markets

Library research Kiosks

Maps Opera

2. Language peeds 6. Travel to Lenin rad

Arrival Telephone

Hotel

Meal

Black market

Monetary system

3- =slat=
Directions

Questions

City Traffic

Museums

Galleries

4. Visits

Lenin's tomb

tremlin

Exhibits

Stadium

Oiome of

5.Buying Trip

Purchasing

Modes of travel

Ticket purchases

(tine for evaluation

and catch up )

7. Leningrad

History

Library work

Films

Slides

Maps

8. Touring

Water travel

Hermitage

School

University

athlete Ballet

9. Course surolli_

33
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FILMS

1h:sal.= Life Today. Bailey. 19 min. color 1-12593

=OA. IFF 24 min. color 1-31059

The Soviet Union. Grov-Jenn. 18 min. color 1-11929

Moscow and Leningrad. IFB lit min. color 1-01591+
( in Russian language)

SLIDES

vailable through Foreign Language Consultant
Lindsey Hopkins Building
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